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The lightest superdeformed nuclei of the mass-60 region are described using the Projected Shell
Model. In contrast to the heaviest superdeformed nuclei where a coherent motion of nucleons often
dominates the physics, it is found that alignment of g9/2 proton and neutron pairs determines the
high spin behavior for superdeformed rotational bands in this mass region. It is predicted that, due
to the systematics of shell fillings along the even–even Zn isotopic chain, observation of a regular
superdeformed yrast band sequence will be unlikely for certain nuclei in this mass region.
PACS: 21.10.Re, 21.60.Cs, 23.20.Lv, 27.50.+e
The mass-190 nuclei are the heaviest nuclei known
where long-sequence rotational bands associated with the
superdeformed (SD) minimum have been observed [1].
In a recent systematic study using the Projected Shell
Model (PSM) [2], it was concluded that the role of high-
j intruder orbitals is suppressed in these nuclei because
of strong correlations in the quadrupole field and non-
negligible correlations in the pair field [3]. This conclu-
sion was reinforced by the demonstration that quasipar-
ticle additivity generally does not hold [4]. Superdefor-
mation in the mass-60 region was predicted some years
ago [5] and was recently observed [6–8]. This is the light-
est known region of SD rotational bands and these new
bands show very different character from those of the
mass-190 nuclei.
The mass-60 SD bands are associated with the highest
rotational frequencies (h¯ω ≈ 1.8 MeV) observed so far
in SD nuclear systems; in contrast, in the SD mass-190
nuclei the maximum rotational frequency is typically 0.4
MeV. However, the magnitudes of deformation and pair-
ing appear to be comparable in the mass-60 and mass-
190 regions. We may expect that the single-particle level
density near the N = 30 gap is much lower than for heav-
ier nuclei. Thus, there can be substantial fluctuations in
shell fillings along an isotopic chain, which could give rise
to drastic changes in the single particle and collective be-
havior. In addition, the maximum spin within the yrast
and near-yrast bands in SD mass-60 nuclei is generally
much lower than in heavier nuclei (SD bands terminate
earlier [9]). These new features lead us to expect complex
behavior in this region relative to previously studied SD
nuclei.
So far, the SD bands of the mass-60 nuclei have been
explained using mean-field theories (cranked relativis-
tic mean-field theory and cranked Nilsson model [9], or
cranked Skyrme-Hartree-Fock method [7]), with com-
plete neglect of pairing correlations. These descriptions
reproduce many of the gross features found in these nu-
clei. However, some interesting questions have not been
discussed. For example, why does the observed SD band
in 62Zn [6] consist of only a few γ-rays, while population
of the SD band in neighboring 60Zn [8] extends to low
spin states? And why has one not seen a SD yrast band
at all in 64Zn [10]? Can one predict spin values for these
bands? Can one give a microscopic justification for the
complete neglect of pairing in all calculations reported
prior to this one?
In an investigation using the PSM, we have found a
surprisingly good description of the SD behavior in this
region and rather plausible answers to these questions
in terms of band crossings and band interactions involv-
ing the g9/2 intruder orbits. Because of high angular
momentum j, the fully paired g9/2 quasiparticles in the
ground state are most strongly affected by the Coriolis
Anti-pairing force when the nucleus rotates. The pairs
break during the rotation and align their spins along the
direction of the collective rotation. Viewed in terms of
bands, a 2-quasiparticle band (or a band with a broken
pair) which lies higher in energy at zero rotation becomes
lower at a certain angular momentum than the ground
band. Thus, band crossing is related to the microscopic
alignment process, and can be linked to experimental ob-
servations. In this Letter, we concentrate our discussion
on the important physical consequences of our interpre-
tation, leaving general results of our investigation to be
published elsewhere.
The PSM has been successfully applied to normally
deformed nuclei [2] as well as SD nuclei in various mass
regions [3,11]. For details of the PSM theory we refer to
the review article of Hara and Sun [2] and to the pub-
lished computer code [12]. In the PSM, the many-body
wavefunction is a superposition of (angular momentum)
projected multi-quasiparticle states,
|ψIM 〉 =
∑
κ
fκPˆ
I
MKκ |ϕκ〉, (1)
where |ϕκ〉 denotes basis states consisting of the quasi-
particle (qp) vacuum, two quasi-neutron and -proton,
and four qp states for even-even nuclei. The dimension of
the qp basis in the present calculation is about 50. Since
1
60Zn has a deformation of β2 = 0.47 [8], the deformation
of our basis is fixed at ǫ2 = 0.45 for all nuclei calculated
in this paper. Three full major shells (N = 2, 3 and 4)
are employed for neutrons and for protons (with a frozen
16O core). For the Nilsson parameters κ and µ we take
the values of Ref. [13]. Two-body interactions are then
diagonalized in the basis generated using the above de-
formed mean field with angular momentum projection.
We use the usual separable-force Hamiltonian [2]
Hˆ = Hˆ0 −
χ
2
∑
µ
Qˆ+µ Qˆµ −GM Pˆ
+Pˆ −GQPˆ
+
µ Pˆµ (2)
with spherical single-particle, residual quadrupole–
quadrupole, monopole pairing, and quadrupole pairing
terms. The strength χ of the quadrupole–quadrupole
term is fixed self-consistently with the deformation, so
it is not a true parameter [14]. Lack of SD data pre-
cludes determining the pairing interaction strength from
experimental odd–even mass differences in a systematic
way, so we have used the prescription introduced in Ref.
[11], which corresponds in this case to multiplying the
monopole pairing strengths GM of Ref. [13] by 0.90 to
accommodate the relative increase in the size of the ba-
sis for the present calculation. This amount of reduc-
tion is consistent with the principles described in Ref.
[15]. For the quadrupole pairing interaction GQ, a ratio
C = GQ/GM = 0.28 is used, the same value used in the
heavy SD nuclei [3].
To illustrate the physics, the calculated band diagram
(energy for the projected basis states in Eq. (1) as a func-
tion of spin; see Ref. [2] for a further interpretation of this
diagram) is shown in Fig. 1 for 60Zn. The 2-qp states cor-
respond to the group of bands starting around 4–5 MeV
in energy (solid lines for neutrons and dotted lines for
protons). Among these bands, we observe that two be-
have in a unique way: at the bandhead they lie a little
higher than the other 2-qp bands, but rapidly decrease
relative to the other bands as the system rotates. Thus,
in the initial band crossing region these two bands are
on average 2 MeV lower than the other 2-qp bands. The
2-qp states exhibiting this behavior correspond to the
neutron and the proton 2-qp state coupled from K = 12
and K = 32 particles in the g9/2 orbital to a total K = 1.
The band corresponding to the g9/2 proton 2-qp states
crosses the ground band (the first band crossing) and
becomes the lowest band beyond I = 14.
A group of 4-qp states is illustrated in Fig. 1 as the set
of dashed lines starting around 8–9 MeV. One of these
that is flat in low spin region is constructed from the
above-mentioned two g9/2 pairs of neutrons and protons
that are the most favorable 2-qp states in energy. The
g9/2 proton 2-qp band is crossed between I = 18 and
20 by this 4-qp state (the second band crossing). Thus,
the important multi-quasiparticle states that lie lowest in
energy for the spin range to be considered are composed
entirely from g9/2 orbitals and we may expect that quasi-
particle states from other orbitals (e.g., f7/2 or p3/2) will
play a less important role near the yrast line.
From the preceding discussion, we conclude that high
spin physics near the yrast line in the SD even–even,
mass-60 nuclei should be governed by crossings and in-
teractions between bands built upon neutron and proton
g9/2 quasiparticles. Because the single-particle state den-
sity is low, we may further expect the influence of band
crossings and interactions to fluctuate drastically along
isotopic chains. On the other hand, states built upon
quasiparticles from other orbitals occur at much higher
energies. They can contribute to the collective quantities
(e.g. the collective portion of the angular momentum and
the total electric quadrupole moment), but not strongly
to quantities dominated by the quasiparticle properties.
We show the calculated energy spectra in terms of the
transitional energy Eγ in Fig. 2 and dynamical moments
of inertia ℑ(2) in Fig. 3 for the even–even isotopic chain
60−66Zn. Comparisons with experimental data are shown
where data are available. For 60Zn, both Eγ and ℑ
(2)
agree with data reasonably well (data has the peak at I =
20, while the calculated one is at I = 18). The SD band
in 60Zn is linked experimentally to the known low-lying
states [8], so the spin of this band is known. Thus this
agreement supports the choices of interaction strengths
used in the present calculation. We can then predict
spins for other SD bands where no linking transitions are
observed. For 62Zn, the best agreement between theory
and data corresponds to placing the measured first SD
Eγ at I = 20 (see, Fig. 2), thus predicting this transition
to be from the state I = 20 to I = 18. This agrees with
the assignment proposed previously by Afanasjev et al
[9].
In Fig. 3, there are in general two peaks in the ℑ(2)
plots that reflect the two successive band crossings dis-
cussed above. The first occurs at I ≈ 12, with the lo-
cation and size being similar for each of the 4 isotopes.
This is because the first crossing is mainly the g9/2 pro-
ton pair crossing, which is relatively constant within this
isotopic chain. However, the next band crossing, caused
by a 4-qp state of g9/2 neutron and proton pairs, leads to
very different consequences for each individual SD band;
this implies significant theoretical constraints for the pos-
sibility of observation, as we now discuss.
The Projected Shell Model is known to give a good
description of band crossings in heavier nuclei where it
has been tested extensively (for example, see Ref. [16]).
The nature of the crossing (e.g., whether the peak in
ℑ(2) is sharp or gentle) is related to the angle between
crossing bands [2]. A small angle spreads the interaction
over a wide angular momentum range, thus producing a
smoother change. A large angle implies that the bands
interact over a narrow angular momentum range and a
sudden discontinuity can occur. In our case, a smaller
crossing angle is seen just before I = 20 for 60Zn, pro-
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ducing a smoothed interaction (see Fig. 1). In fact, the
two peaks in ℑ(2) caused by first and second band cross-
ings merge in this case, resulting in one wide and smooth
peak ranging from low to high spins. However, a larger
crossing angle is found at I = 20 for 62Zn. Thus, in the
ℑ(2) plot for 62Zn a clear separation of the two peaks is
seen, with the second one at I = 20 being much higher.
If this discontinuity is pronounced, it may be expected
to set a lower limit in angular momentum for observa-
tion of such a SD band with weak intensity, while the
upper limit is determined by the band termination spin
[9]. This explains succinctly why the observed SD band
in 60Zn is long, while in the neighboring 62Zn, where one
might naively expect similar behavior, the observed band
is very short.
Galindo–Uribarri et al. reported a rotational SD band
in 64Zn [10]. Because of the strong dipole transitions dis-
covered in their work, this band appears not to belong
to the same type of bands (SD yrast bands character-
ized by even integer spins only) discussed above [17]. An
important question is why the usual SD yrast band has
not been seen in 64Zn. We find that, due to different
neutron shell fillings, the position of the g9/2 neutron 2-
qp band is shifted higher in energy for this case, which
in turn pushes the 4-qp band higher. Consequently, the
second band crossing spin is shifted to I = 22, a spin
which is even closer to the band termination. In addi-
tion, this second band crossing is very sharp (see Fig. 3).
If the experimental analysis were not able to follow the
population over the sharp second band crossing, there
would be at most three or four transitional gamma-rays
to measure, making observation of the SD yrast band in
this nucleus difficult.
Going to the next isotope, 66Zn, a different picture
appears. Because of the shift in neutron Fermi level, the
pair of g9/2 neutrons contributing to the 4-qp state is
changed from K = 12 and K =
3
2 particles to K =
3
2
and K = 52 (still coupled to total K = 1). Because of
the even higher energy and steeper curvature of this 4-
qp band, we find that it crosses the proton 2-qp band at
I = 26 at a very small angle. In fact, one can hardly see
in the ℑ(2) plot that there is a band crossing. Thus, our
calculation suggests that there should be a much better
chance to observe a long SD yrast band in 66Zn, where
no experiment has yet been reported [17].
It has been demonstrated previously [16] that the po-
sition of band crossings can be shifted systematically to
higher spin by a stronger quadrupole pairing interaction.
Therefore, the discrepancy mentioned in the ℑ(2) plot in
the 60Zn calculation (the theoretical peak occurs two spin
units too early) could be improved if a larger quadrupole
pairing interaction were employed. We have not intro-
duced this refinement because for this particular N = Z
nucleus we may expect that neutron–proton pairing cor-
relations may also play a role. For example, Ref. [18]
found that the T = 0 pairing becomes significant at very
high spins ( where the g9/2 orbital became important)
in the lighter N = Z nucleus 48Cr. This neutron–proton
pairing has not been included in the present calculation
or in the calculations of Ref. [7,9]. Explicitly including
the p-n pairing in the PSM is of interest for future work.
When we calculate the pairing gaps using the total
many-body wavefunction, we find that both neutron and
proton pairing is significant at I = 0 (gaps of about 0.9
MeV). However, there is a rapid drop in pairing gaps
near the first band crossing. Beyond I = 18, they assume
small, nearly constant values corresponding to about 40%
of their initial values. All measured SD bands in the
mass-60 region are in the spin range beyond I = 18.
Thus, our results may provide an understanding of the
success of mean-field calculations, all of which have ne-
glected pairing correlations completely [7,9]. Details will
be reported in a forthcoming paper.
To summarize, the Projected Shell Model has been
used to carry out the first study of SD mass-60 even–
even nuclei using techniques that go beyond the mean
field. In contrast to the heaviest SD systems where co-
herent motion of many nucleons is important and align-
ment in specific orbits is less significant, it is found that
alignment of g9/2 proton and neutron pairs dominates
the high-spin behavior in these lightest SD nuclei. Be-
cause of this, and the low level densities expected for this
mass region near the Fermi surface, we find that the na-
ture of the SD bands can fluctuate strongly with shell
filling in even–even isotopic sequences. Calculations for
the even–even Zn isotopic chain provide an explanation
for the bands already observed, and make specific pre-
dictions about which nuclei are best candidates for long
rotational SD sequences in this region. Because our cal-
culations go beyond the mean field, they can be used to
check various assumptions of the mean field descriptions.
For example, we have calculated the pairing gaps dynam-
ically and find that they generally are not small at low
spins, but drop rapidly to non-zero but relatively small
values in the region where data are available, thus pro-
viding a partial microscopic justification for the uniform
neglect of pairing in all mean field calculations reported
to date. Finally, for the only case in this region where the
spin has been measured, our calculated spin agrees with
the measured spin without parameter adjustment. This,
coupled with numerous previous correct predictions of
spin for SD bands in the mass-130 and mass-190 nuclei
permits us to predict theoretical spins with confidence
for those cases where they have not yet been measured.
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FIG. 1. Band diagram calculated for SD 60Zn. Black dots
are the yrast states after band mixing at each spin, which are
used to plot the theoretical curves in Figs. 2 and 3.
FIG. 2. PSM results for Eγ(I) = E(I)− E(I − 2) in SD
yrast bands, and comparison with experiment where data are
available (Ref. ( [8]) for 60Zn and Ref. ( [6]) for 62Zn).
FIG. 3. PSM results for ℑ(2)(I) = 4/(Eγ(I)− Eγ(I − 2))
in SD yrast bands, and comparison with experiment where
data are available.
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